
The Intersection of Excellence
and a Pioneering Spirit
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Introduction
This book, a first of its kind, documents and brings to the 
fore, the often-unheralded inter-subjective life histories 
of some of South Africa’s unsung heroes. The book 
celebrates and appreciates the efforts of a generation 
of African medical practitioners who are the pioneers 
and founders of Sizwe Medical Fund (SMF)  which was 
formed in 1978 and Sechaba Medical Solutions (SMS).  A 
medical Scheme founded in the thick of the apartheid era 
that sought to ensure access to quality healthcare for the 
masses of Black South Africans.  SMS is the administrator 
and managed health care services provider to Sizwe 
Medical Fund. Forty years on Sizwe Medical Fund remains 
true to form, continuing to build on the cardinal tenets of 
the founders who aspired to improve the lives of black 
South Africans through access to quality health care.

The book relies on data collected through in-depth 
interviews with the living founders and since most are 
over 70 years of age, we also relied on family members of 
the founders who were either deceased or incapacitated.  
This is a story to be told indeed and gives voice to the 
persons that were instrumental to giving life to Sizwe 
Medical Fund.  This book seeks to give  an opportunity to 
do what comes naturally to human beings, story-telling.  

Story-telling proved to be a vital source of information 
for the book providing a platform to receive pertinent 
information about what drove the founders to form 
Sizwe Medical Fund. Our wish as the writers is that the 
book provides an opportunity for these pioneers of black 

business to tell their own stories and to give a voice to 
their lived experiences.  

One African scholar of languages, Njabulo Ndebele in 
his essay Memory, metaphor and the triumph of narrative1  
laments about history and the importance of story-
telling, he says: in building a robust democratic polity, 
‘all stories must be told’. In this light, retelling of stories 
is not only important for exhuming buried historical facts, 
but to acknowledge that social agents attach meaning to 
their surroundings, and make attempts to understand it 
through categories not completely detached from values 
and meanings in an epoch. Further to imagination, telling 
of stories is a critical means for exercising democracy. 
Apartheid regime was real, it affected real lives in real 
ways. But amidst systemic imposed limitations of those 
days, there is a group of resilient black people who 
managed to push against all odds to qualify for a medical 
degree. This alone was an important milestone.

Apartheid, a system of institutionalised racism was very 
devastating and was a deliberate attempt to disempower 
the majority of black people2 on the basis of their skin 
colour. The system made it legal, through repressive 
laws, and the use of violence and force, to disenfranchise 
black people economically, politically and socially. Within 
the education sector, the Bantu Education Act of 1953 
for instance ensured that black people received sub-
standard education, and to a large extent, the education 
was not meant to impart quality skills in black people, but 
instead, to prepare them for low skilled precarious jobs 
on the farms and the mines. 

A story to be told, the founding of Sizwe Medical Fund

1   Ndebele, N. (1998). Memory, metaphor and the triumph of narrative. In S. Nuttall and C. Coetzee (eds), Negotiating the Past: The Making of History in 
South Africa. Cape Town: Oxford University Press.

2  Used in this context to refer to the traditional category of black people (Black Africans, Coloureds and Indians).
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In apartheid South Africa, professional fields like 
medicine were largely a preserve of whites. For instance, 
of all the medical schools in the country, only the 
University of Natal accepted black people. Measures 
were put in place to discourage black people students 
from studying towards a Bachelor of Science (BSc) 
degree. As an example, in 1971, students who passed 
first years BSc medicine would be pushed into BSc 
agriculture at the University of Fort Hare. The number 
of black graduates from the field of natural science was 
controlled and there was a perverse imagination that 
science was completely outside of the native’s sphere of 
existence. The legacy of Apartheid continues to derail 
the gains of independence in post-apartheid South 
Africa today. Low pass rates in science subjects continue 
to affect ‘black schools’. 

Across the country, in the Apartheid era, black people 
could only enrol at either of the three universities, 
University of Fort Hare3, Ongoye University4 and 
University of the North5 in other disciplines. Importantly, 
these universities were meant to serve specific ethnic 

groups, in an attempt, one may argue, meant to separate 
black people amongst themselves according to their 
languages and ethnic differences thereby reinforcing 
regional segregation. 

Despite the repressive systemic efforts to disenfranchise 
black people at various scales by the colonial government 
in South Africa, resistance was inevitable. In a country 
where at least 80% of black Africans had restricted access 
to medical health care, establishing a medical aid that 
served the interests of the ordinary black people was 
politically, economically and morally necessary. Sizwe 
Medical Fund was born out of a need in the community, 
to make healthcare facilities accessible to the majority. 
It took a combination of discipline, dedication, desire, 
resilience and the highest levels of professionalism to 
establish this highly esteemed first medical aid to cater 
for the needs of black South Africans and enable them 
to access private care.

Resulting from their determination and resilience, in 
2018 Sizwe Medical Fund commemorates its 40th 
anniversary. This is a story of purpose and fortitude, 

There is no place for the natives in the European community above ‘certain’ forms 
of labour. What is the use of teaching native child mathematics when it cannot use 
it in practice. That would be absurdity. Education must train people in accordance 
with their opportunities in life, according to the sphere in which they live

3   Mainly for IsiXhosa speaking people.
4  For IsiZulu and SiSwati speaking people.
5  For XiTsonga, TshiVenda, SePedi, South Sotho and SeTswana speaking people.

A story to be told, the founding of Sizwe Medical Fund (continued)

In his capacity as the Minister of Native Affairs in the 1950s, Verwoedien once said:
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it points to the efforts, achievement and excellence. 
As such, the task of fusing a history of forty years in a 
coherent way within introductory pages is a difficult one 
but not impossible. One would agree that a journey of 
40 years would be laced with lots of twists and turns.  To 
best elucidate these twists and turns, this book  looks 
at specific stages of  Sizwe Medical Fund through the 
eyes of it its founders by seeking to understand three 
key themes: (1) ideological formulation, (2) reinforcing 
solidarity and motivation and (3) implementation.

Ideological formulation
From the youth insurrections of 1976 to the school 
boycotts of mid-1980s, South Africa’s history is awash 
with the influential role of the youth in challenging and 
dismantling the apartheid regime. Repressive apartheid 
acts of disenfranchising black  people were also met 
with resistance mechanisms. Students from various 
institutions of higher learning (such as the University of 
Fort Hare, University of the North, Ongoye University) 
increasingly became dissatisfied with how the education 
system was structured and resultantly led to mobilisation. 
In the late 1960s, this led to the formation of the South 
African Student Organisation (SASO) which broke 
away from the long existing National Union of South 
African Students (NUSAS). Steve Bantu Biko became the 
first president of the newly formed SASO. On gaining 
popularity SASO began to adopt ‘black consciousness’ 
as its central ideological tenet and independence of 
black students’ political objectives. 

It is against the backdrop of active participation in 
student politics that the first generation of black doctors 

decided to group themselves. Inspired by Biko’s famous 
ideology of ‘black consciousness’ and his famous 
mantra, “black man you are on your own”.  The pioneers 
of Sizwe Medical Fund took these as moral standpoints 
to make their own history, be innovative and embarked 
on a journey to self-emancipation.  For influential people 
like Dr Nthato Motlana, economic emancipation was an 
important means to ending poverty and improving the 
lives of black people. The founders of the scheme also 
took their inspiration from the African-American civil 
rights movement. 

Reinforcing solidarity and motivation
The popular adage that ‘two hands are better than 
one’ holds true if one is to consider how Sizwe Medical 
Fund grew from strength to strength from its formation. 
Although there were repressive laws and a spate of 
deliberate media efforts to de-campaign the only 
black owned medical aid during the early days of its 
establishment; measures were put in place to ensure that 
the scheme was a success. In all these efforts, solidarity 
was key. Initially, there was the formation of the South 
African Medical  Discussion Group (SAMDG)6, a pro-
ANC group which later became the National Medical 
and Dental Association (NAMDA) by the black medical 
graduates who stayed in the Rand7. The then, Medical 
Association of South Africa (MASA), was believed by 
many black medical practitioners that it was a pro-white 
and apartheid supporting group and did not represent 
the interests of people of colour. It was therefore logical 
to form a pro-black group. Through routine meetings 
and engagements, the group strengthened its relations 
and deliberated on the need to form a black owned 

6  The formation of the SAMDG gave black medical practitioners a platform to engage on as black people.
7  This included areas like Pretoria, Johannesburg, Vereeniging and the East Rand. 

medical scheme. The meetings, conducted usually 
monthly, gave birth to the registration of the Kwacha 
Group. 

Motivation for Kwacha Group
To borrow from classical economists, what brings 
particular groups together are common interests 
and shared values. With regard to the founders of 
Sizwe Medical Fund, the overall objective was for the 
betterment of society and ensuring access to medical 
health facilities by ordinary black people. Establishing 
a medical scheme was also a way of competing with 
existing white-dominated schemes who served the 
interests of a few individuals in the community. In 
contexts where black people could access health care 
facilities, the apartheid system made it clear that they 
would not share the same facilities (bed and wards for 
instance) with white people.  When the group started 
the medical scheme and the first black private hospital, 
Lesedi Clinic in Soweto.

Importantly, the circumstances that shaped the 
experiences of black medical doctors during 
the apartheid era gave a solid motivation for the 
establishment of the scheme. Not only did black 
doctors have limited access to the tools of their trade, 
black specialists worked as general practitioners. Those 
black specialists who worked in public hospitals were 
not recognised as such and could not give orders 
to junior white doctors and nurses of all ranks. Such 
circumstances made some black specialists explore 
opportunities in foreign countries.  

Then Sechaba Medical Solutions is Formed
From its establishment in 1978 Kwacha Group which 
then was renamed Sechaba Medical Solutions which 
we still have to this day, its vision was largely to grow 

along three key areas of focus, namely: as a medical aid, 
acquiring property and establishing hospitals. 

In figure 1 above, Sechaba (formerly the Kwacha Group) 
had three key areas of focus. Born from the undisputed 
efforts of 38 members, Sechaba established a medical 
aid (Sizwe Medical Aid), acquired a building in the city 
of Johannesburg (Property) and established a hospital 
(Lesedi Clinic) in 1984. When this hospital started, it 
struggled to attract specialists. Today, approximately 
80% of the people that are providing services at Lesedi 
clinic are black specialists. The majority of the members 
who joined Sizwe were drawn from the Barlow Rand 
Group, Iscor, PUTCO and from steel companies and 
coal mining companies in Witbank and Middleburg as 
well as motor industry workers from Port Elizabeth and 
Uitenhage. 

A story to be told, the founding of Sizwe Medical Fund (continued)

Hospital

PropertyMedical 
Aid

SECHABA 
MEDICAL 

SOLUTIONS

Figure 1: Sechaba Medical Solutions 
and its business subsidiaries.
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Members of the fi rst Board of Sizwe Medical Fund 
included Drs N H Motlana (chairman), P Mokgesi, 
P B Loots, A J Kgomo, A Tlakula and Mr Godfrey Pitje. 
Dr Motlana used his infl uence both in business and 
political circles to encourage black doctors to buy shares 
in Sechaba. Although, the Kwacha Group is associated 
with black male doctors and some businessmen,  These 
include, Mr Joe Neshehe, Mr C K Mageza, Mr Richard 
Maponya, Mr Godfrey Pitje and Mr Joe Ngoasheng. 
Doctor Masibilanga and Doctor Alie Muriel Lorraine 
were the only female shareholders. 

Today, Sizwe Medical Fund stands as one of the top-10 
open medical schemes in South Africa.  The Scheme 
turns 40 years this year and has just under 50 000 
principal members.  The story of Sizwe Medical Fund 
is a story of unsurpassed black business success and 
pioneering.  It is a story that shows the giants that are 
the founders of Sizwe Medical Fund and celebrates the  
40 year milestone whilst looking forward to the future. 

This book is dedicated to all those men and women 
whose dreams and efforts have seen a large part of 
the black South African nation gain access to quality 
healthcare. In this book we honour them and hope 
they will continue to inspire generations to come. 
Regrettably we could not locate all the Founders and 
their families and as a result there are some whose 
stories are not captured in this edition and even some 
who were located too late to be included, we hope that 
both Sizwe Medical Fund and Sechaba Medial Solutions 
would recommission us for a second edition. 

Sizwe Medical Fund Commissioned Sandra Sibongile 
Hlungwani of Gija Communications to facilitate the 
telling of the stories of the Founders by the Founders 
(and where they were deceased – family members were 
interviewed). These stories are recorded as they were 
told verbally or written to retain the originality of the 
narrative. We hope you fi nd inspiration in their stories 
and you are moved to make your mark in improving the 
lives of black people.

A story to be told, the founding of Sizwe Medical Fund (continued)

Shareholders meeting of Kwacha Group. Dr Mahlangu, Dr Makenna, 
Dr Morule, Mr Ngoasheng and Dr Zwane.

Executive committee of Kwacha Mr Fred Ndlovu, Andrew Jackson,
Eugene De Wet, Dr A Tlakula and Dr Motlana.
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My practice was in Katlehong. It was quite strenuous but 
we were young then, and active and it was easy to jump 
into a car and drive before 6 am to be in Soweto at 7am, 
do my session till  9 am which is when the next volunteer 
Dr would come. As a result, on Wednesdays, I was late 
at my surgery. What motivated people to volunteer 
was simply to give service and knowing that you have 
to go and work as best as you can like Steve Biko and 
bishop Malusi Mpumulwana who was in the council of 
churches. They were youngsters then, but they were hot 
as politicians; they were so dedicated. 

Mpumulwana was an activist and quite the brains behind 
most of what was happening. Just like Biko,  he was a 
deep thinker, religious and an eloquent man. 

We were all fi red-up by being black; we were driven by 
black consciousness. Those BCM people were active. 
The likes of Dr Mamphele Ramphele were dedicated. 
I remember when she was banned and taken away from 
King Williamstown which was the central place for black 
consciousness and sent to Limpopo. When she returned 
from Limpopo she founded a private clinic Zanempilo 
Community Health Centre. She was a versatile person, 
she studied for a doctorate in economics.  At one stage 
she was vice chancellor of the University Cape Town. She 
is a serious scholar, it is just that politics is another game. 
She was a dedicated politician, but now to be a politician 
you must be able to galvanise people to follow you. Then 
the disadvantage is the part that you are a woman. Our 
society is somehow still patriarchal.

I am 83, and was 
born at St. Matthews 
which is a small 
place in the 
Eastern Cape.
I had done my BSc 
which is also fi rst 
year at Fort Hare 
University.

Black Consciousness Wednesdays 
I was born in the Eastern Cape and went to Hilltown High School – the same school that apparently 
was attended by the Mandelas and Sobukwes. 
I enrolled to study Medicine at Wits University in 1956. In those days getting into Wits University was 
diffi cult for black people. You had to get permission from the Native Affairs ministry and sometimes 
they did not even answer and the university could not admit you. 

Ndumiso  
Mzamane

Wits University took about fi ve to 10 black students a 
year. We had to compete for these positions to enter 
fi rst year or second year. They made money through 
us because out there in the world it was known to be 
a mixed university. Therefore the rest of the world who 
were tired of apartheid supported universities like Wits 
and Cape Town because they thought they were mixed 
universities when they were actually not.  You will be 
taking a class of about two hundred and fi fty second 
year students and there would be fi ve of you as black 
students. 

Personally other things that motivated me to be part 
of Sechaba was that we formed a Black Doctors 
Association. This was a time when black politics was 
at their height because even as black medical doctors 
we were encouraged by the people outside, the 
Bikos and the politics of the day. These sustained us 
and our consciousness. I remember when the Black 
Consciousness Movement started at clinics.

The black consciousness started one clinic at King 
Williamstown and they were expanding and had 
another at eMzimhlophe where they encouraged black 
doctors to volunteer. As the black medical doctors we 
got oversubscribed. Black people then were into real 
politics, and so we used to do the sessions. At the time 
they opened the Soweto clinic I was chairperson of the 
Black Doctors Association. 

When liberation organisations, the Black Consciousness 
Movement and anything African, were banned in 1977, 
the clinics were also closed. 

We were not paid anything, we were volunteering. 
Everybody was conscious that time, that black 
consciousness thing was with us and with everybody. 
I used to take the morning session for instance on a 
Wednesday and up to a given time and then Dr KG who 
was staying in Soweto would take over because I had to 
do the early morning one so that I get time to drive back 
to my surgery. 

KG was part of the medical group and part of the 
volunteers; we were partners on a Wednesday. I 
particularly remember the Wednesdays because it was 
when the clinic at White City was opened. It remained 
my volunteering day, and the day when it was resolved, 
and everyone was banned in 1977, and all those things 
happened on a Wednesday. I had driven there early as 
usual so that by 7 am I would be in eMzimhlophe to do 
my share of volunteer work  and be able to come back 
and do my work. On that day I found the clinic teeming 
with police, and that was when that clinic was closed. We 
did not know anything about the closure until that very 
same day, and I was reporting on duty that day, that is 
why I cannot forget it. 

MBChB  
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BSc, MBBCh, MFGP, FCA, MBA 

Born 17 August, 1942, Brakpan, Transvaal. 
Current Domicile, Hervey Bay, Queensland, 
Australia.

Petrus Beaufort 
Loots 

The first Gauteng Province 
Medical Education event was 
organised by Dr George Beaton. 
About 25 delegates attended; 
24 White general practitioners 
(GPs) and a solitary Black general 
practitioner, Dr Mokgesi. The 
morning went smoothly. In the 
afternoon, we were individually 
tasked to write a memorandum 
of our experience of GP-Specialist 
communication and then present 
our memorandum to the gathering 
for discussion. The white doctors 
enthused about the wonderful 
GP-Specialist cooperation and 
communication they experienced, 
but Dr Mokgesi disagreed; 
he regarded the local African 
State hospital as his specialist. 
Highlighting the absence of black 
specialists in South Africa, and he 
said there was no communication 
between the hospital and himself. 
He added that patients often 
disappeared forever and some 
simply died and were only found 
after long and difficult efforts by 
their families. In fact, he said, state 
hospital care for black people 
was appalling by any standard.  
I happened to agree with him;  
an issue that led to disciplinary 
action when I worked as 
a paediatric houseman at 
Baragwanath Hospital. 

The meeting was in uproar; Dr 
Mokgesi and I were accused 

of disrespecting the hard and 
generous work white doctors 
provided to the black community. 
We disagreed and Dr Mokgesi 
stood firm. He was undaunted by 
the odds. I saw in him a determined 
man of courage and fire; a man 
who could light many candles to 
banish the darkness. He had to 
move in circles that thought like 
him. Was he the match to light 
some candles? We were expelled 
from the meeting and were sitting 
on the lecture theatre steps when 
we began talking about a project 
for private hospital and medical 
aid for black people. That resulted 
in the meeting at the Carlton 
Hotel and from that point, the 
project became a matter of ways 
and means to get the project 
done. At the meeting that first 
Sunday morning, we established 
the principle of the black partner 
gaining support for the project in 
the black community and I would 
work on the white community, the 
State, and the commercial sector 
for support and financial backing.

I established a general practice in 
1971 in Rivonia,  Sandton. A year 
later, the MD of Revlon asked me 
to devote a morning a week to 
Revlon’s employees at their factory 
in Isando. This proved frustrating 
because for the white staff I could 
refer them to private doctors and 
hospitals covered by medical aid, 

A man who could light many candles to banish the  
darkness

I was never a part of the 
South African Medical  
Discussion Group 
(SAMDG) as it was 
specifically formed for 
black doctors. 

I met Dr Phaki Mokgesi 
in 1971 at the first 
continuing Medical 
Education Course run 
by Dr George Beaton 
in the auditorium of the 
South African Institute 
for Medical Research 
(SAIMR).  

Ideological formulation (continued)
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but I could not do so for Black staff because they were not 
on medical aid and because the Separate Amenities Act 
prohibited use of “white” facilities by black people. The 
Human Resource Manager showed me a Government 
Gazette where on the fi rst page “Defi nitions” a member 
of a medical Aid was defi ned as a white person in 
employment. By defi nition, a Black, Coloured, Indian or 
Chinese person could not be a member of a medical 
aid. In addition, I was reminded, no Black Coloured or 
Indian could be admitted to White Hospital in terms of 
The Separate Amenities Act. Furthermore, as no Black, 
Coloured or Indian person could own fi xed property in 
South Africa, or borrow from a White bank or register 
and operate a company in White South Africa, there was 
nothing to be done. That defi ned the challenge. If one 
could reverse all these prohibitions, one would basically 
undermine Apartheid from within. 

My last hope was a Mr Kolver, registrar of the Medical 
Schemes Council. I told him my story and he stared at me 
for long seconds then suddenly stood up, leaned over 
his desk, shook my hand and said that he had waited a 
long time for someone like me. I replied that he should 
then make haste to redefi ne a member of a medical aid 
as “a person in employment”. He said he would get it 
done, and he was true to his word; three months later 

the defi nition was updated. With this action Mr. Kolver 
had handed me a large box of matches with which to 
light many candles, but also to trigger a chain reaction 
of lighting candles: a black owned medical aid would 
require a Black owned hospital to service it. Both would 
require leasehold or freehold premises registered in 
South Africa and operating companies registered in 
South Africa. The shareholders would be Black, or Black 
and White and so breaching the Group Areas Act. Black 
people could then formally access South African banking 
and other human and institutional services, and provide 
them. Since hospitals and medical aids require the 
services of tertiary educated personnel, the education 
system would have to be revised and since the main 
educational resources resided in White professionals, 
education would have to be unifi ed and so the Separate 
Amenities Act would fall, and so on. I saw the project as a 
trial of “Black Intellectual and Economic Empowerment” 
that could serve as a future policy.

Finally, I want to pay a tribute to Dr Abner Tlakula who 
in my opinion was the magic ingredient, the shining 
light to the entire enterprise. His integrity, his business 
experience and background work in service of the 
project is an inspiration to me and I thank him for his 
selfless diligence in that service to South Africa.   

Sizwe Medical Aid First Committee



A case of imposed multiple 
identities
I am part of the group that formed 
the Sizwe Medical Fund.  At that 
stage, given the political climate, 
people did not believe in such an 
initiative. It was difficult to get the 
program started. I once chaired the 
group. One of the biggest disparities 
obviously was that, there were only 
two-women doctors in the group. 
There were few because women 
were not allowed to enrol in medical 
schools and the schooling system. 
During that time, the system seemed 
to encourage only male students to 
succeed. Women were potential 
non-contributors. So, parents would 
rather see their sons being taken to 
a medical school rather than their 
daughters. We only had two female 
doctors; Anna Msibilanga and my 
sister in-law Allie. 

Black Africans in the homelands 
were not recognised. So, the 
health sector failed to cater for the 
homelands. The health industry was 
divided on this issue. The Medical 
schools were getting rid of people 
who were not white. The University 
of the Witwatersrand used to train 
black doctors. They stared by only 
enrolling 15 black students per year. 

Eventually it dropped down to 10. 
I was one of the last black African 
student doctors. African students 
were eventually phased out. They 
were already in their second, third, 
and fourth years. In my class there 
was one African, two Coloureds 
and eight Indian students. So, the 
white doctors who qualified from 
these schools concentrated on 
helping the white community only. 
The black areas were neglected. 
Few volunteers came from other 
countries to help black South 
Africans.

I was for the ANC, with my heart and 
mind, and voted for the ANC, but I 
was not a member. Even up to now I 
am an ANC voter, but not a member. 
We would go in the streets once or 
twice, but I was not in the political 
meetings. My interest was to be part 
of improving healthcare system in 
certain areas. My involvement with 
the clinics in black communities 
started in the 1970s and only ended 
about five years ago, when we 
closed the clinics. This is how I felt 
I could contribute in terms of the 
politics of the country. So, my work 
was my contribution since it was 
voluntary. 

Victor Lewis 
Makenna

My name is Victor Lewis 
Makenna. I’m 76 and 
am a medical doctor. 
I have been a general 
practitioner all my life 
and been working in the 
same place for 51 years. 
I was born in Petersburg 
now Polokwane. I’m 
Pedi but I’m classified 
as coloured. My parents 
are Pedi though one of 
my grandfathers was 
white. I stayed in a so-
called coloured area, 
but I grew up in a black 
environment. I was later 
identified as coloured 
and given a coloured 
document. 

MBChB
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During Apartheid, when you 
applied for an ID document, 
they would just impose a 
race based on the colour of 
your skin. They changed my 
surname to Makenna instead 
of Makena. I speak Afrikaans, 
and all languages that are 
spoken in South Africa.

I was part of a group that collaborated with 
Americans to form the American Education 
for South African Blacks group. This helped 
medical students or health sciences students 
to fund themselves through university. I was 
a vice chairman to the fund. There was also 
a clinic in Winterfeldt, which was started 
by the Catholics, but they did not have a 
medical practitioner. They asked around and 
my name came up. They approached me, 
and this is how I started working with them. 
Winterfeldt officially was supposed to be part 
of Bophuthatswana, but Bophuthatswana was 
still trying to establish itself as a homeland. 
Winterfeldt comprised of Shangaans, Vendas, 
and Zulu speaking people. It operated as 
a waiting area, because neither the South 
African government nor Bophuthatswana was 
willing incorporate it. The area was unserviced. 
We volunteered to provide services for these 
people in the waiting area. 

15
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Black consciousness got us thinking
Seeing black women and children die at Tembisa 
hospital due to inadequate health care was a devastating 
sight for a young Black Consciousness Movement (BCM) 
member who had just been certified a medical doctor.  

We were with Steve Biko in medical school at the 
University of Natal, together with Dr Mamphela 
Ramphele. We were all persuaded to form part of the 
BCM. This is what made sense to me. Conditions back 
then were horrible. Even when I first came to work at 
Tembisa Hospital as a young doctor, life was bad for black 
people. Those days you only had white doctors.  When 
I observed our mothers and babies dying, I decided to 
go back to school and specialise in gynaecology.

As young doctors under the Apartheid government, 
we were deprived of almost everything in the country. 
When our seniors, the likes of Dr Nthato Motlana and 
others came with the idea of starting our own thing as 
black people, as young doctors we decided to join.

This was the smallest chance that we got, to turn this rare 
possibility into a business. It was a remarkable idea that 
we welcomed. We thought, it would probably take us 
out of the misery of suffering in this country. 

All medical aids were the same initially. The advantage 
that the others had, was that of government employees, 
nothing more. If you worked for the police there was 
Polmed, and if you were a teacher, something else. 
Today we are made to believe that white businesses 
are innovative, but they had monopoly over civilians, 

our own people. And all these were grouped under 
Medischeme. Sechaba was on its own.

For us BCM became an impetus behind forming SMS. 
In itself BCM was not a business, but it provided us with 
thinking tools. As such it gave us mental emancipation 
and fortitude rather than being locked in despair.

We were able to identify opportunities that could have 
been low hanging fruits at a glance. But due to prevailing 
laws, and unfair competition running a black medical aid 
was farfetched. Our context of operation was brutal. In 
many respect we were content that amidst all hindrances 
we were still able to have something we could identify 
as our own. Unfortunately 40 years later the playing 
grounds are not levelling. There are still vast disparities 
between healthcare schemes in post-apartheid, in 
certain instances just as it was during apartheid. 
Nonetheless, we are beginning to see glimpses of light 
in terms of creating useful partnerships. We just have 
to find a way of making them work for the scheme. If 
only black majorities can wake to the consciousness 
of supporting black business we will be able to move 
forward.

I still want to see black people emancipated and in 
all fields. We want to make contribution in our field to 
inspire young people. Unfortunately I cannot inspire 
young people to become doctors, due to personal scars 
that I had to endure.  We have to make black people 
aware that there is a medical aid which was started by 
black people with struggle credentials, we cannot dump 
it. It has to flourish. 

Dr Tlakula, 75, still gets upset by the substandard living conditions of most black people.  

He first qualified as a doctor in 1972.  

Tlakula
Malachi Peter  

Gynaecologist & Obstetrician  

Ideological formulation (continued)



You know what Biko said? 
“Black man, you are on your own”, this 
became our driving force.
I will live to see black people doing 
things for themselves in this life time. 
Then I will be ready to die.
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73-year old retired anaesthesiology 
professor.

Trained at the University of KwaZulu-Natal

As a professor, he produced about 40 
Specialists.

Patients were referred to Baragwanath or 
Natalspruit hospital. They had no access to 
other private hospitals because basically 
people did not have the money.

Then our business was on cash basis. You 
come to our  consultation rooms, pay R5, 
then you’re going to get your tablets, and 
your little bottle of cough mixture.

Prof Joel 
Matsipa  

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love. We are originators of the 
Black Consciousness, I was still at 
varsity back then. 

Currently, I assist as anaesthetist 
specialist at Dr SK Matseke 
Memorial Hospital which is the 
brain child of the black collective 
I was part of.

While as medical black 
professionals, we had our unique 
challenges, we soon realised that 
our experience of exclusion was 
shared with blacks in other fields. 
In order for us to form a strong 
force to be reckoned with, we 
needed to co-opt like-minded 
people from other localities and 
fields. 

While being excluded, American 
companies such as IBM  and 
Coca-Cola fought for all their 
employees to have medical aid 
under what was known as the 
Sullivan code. 

It was our pride to build what would 
become the first black-owned 
private hospital. It was named 
Lesedi Clinic, signifying the Light. 

A light that would torch blacks 
from socially imposed darkness 
of exclusion. This bold venture 
was not without challenges both 
internally and externally.

Internal challenges had to do 
with management. Given that 
owners were mainly doctors who 
continued to run their practices, 
the management of the hospital 
had to be outsourced.  In other 
words, it was given to people 
who either didn’t own the vision 
or had minute grasp of internal 
intricacies of the sector. Under this 
leadership the hospital did not 
grow significantly. At some point 
the hospital was bleeding in terms 
of proceeds, and threatened to 
dim the light that illumined black 
progress.

In curving the way forward both 
historical understanding and 
future oriented imagination is 
needed. We dare not forget 
to dream. After all, as working 
progress we are constantly 
becoming better and better. We 
have to keep on doing the right 
thing, every day. I hope this will 
inspire many to forge ahead.

Keep the light on against socially imposed darkness

Ideological formulation (continued)
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This bold venture was not without 
challenges both internally and externally.
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2020

Jackson Alexander  
Mphafudi 
Naledi Rail – Board 
& Management
Chairperson of 
Sechaba Group 
Holdings

Paedetrician 

Ideological formulation (continued)

Perseverance is a key to 
 success   
I believe that perseverance is key to 
success. Although I was a top student 
in paediatrics, the University of Natal 
wouldn’t accept me for a registrar’s 
post, a post-graduate qualification 
in Medicine. Usually, it is the people 
on top positions who prohibit entry 
for qualified black doctors and want 
to pursue a career in academia. I 
eventually went to Wits university to 
enrol for a registrar’s post. Even as a 
qualified specialist, I still couldn’t get 
a post in Academia, I wanted to be a 
professor at some stage.  However, I 
had a very successful practice, it was 
very rewarding. I worked with black 
pioneers such as Dr Jiyana Mbere. 
He was like our role model. He also 
gave us enough support to succeed 
in our practice. 

I came into contact with Dr Motlana 
in 1984 at the SAMDG, there was a 
need for this group. As you might 
know, the establishment of Sizwe 
Medical Fund was formulated in 

this group. Today we celebrate 
its milestone. This is the oldest 
black-owned company, very few 
companies established in the 
1970s are still surviving. I became 
chairperson of Lesedi Clinic in 1992 
after Dr Motlana. 

Sizwe Medical Fund survived all 
these years.  There were challenging 
times, but it has since stabilised 
now. We have healthy reserves and 
doing well. Sizwe Medical Fund is a 
milestone for us and we are proud 
about it. It played its role in shaping 
of black people’s aptitude. It has 
done its fair share of changing the 
landscape of the economy in the 
history of South Africa. 

Our strategy is to align with what 
the market needs and maintain 
the growth. Today Sizwe Medical 
Fund serve as a lesson to corporate 
South Africa that black people can 
run companies successfully. This is 
what we should take forward as we 
celebrate this 40 year milestone.



Our strategy is to align with what the 
market needs and maintain the growth. 
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I returned to Sibasa in 1976 because the then Venda 
government was preparing for independence in 1979. 
They wanted doctors to come back home and work 
there.  I had been working in Natal for more than 6 
years, after I qualified in 1969. I wanted to come back 
and work in the local hospitals but then the conditions 
were not good for me, so I decided to open a practice.

There were no black medical practitioners especially 
in public hospitals like Donald Fraser Hospital which 
started around the 1920s, Tshilidzini (started in 1955), 
Malamulele and Siloam Hospital. 

Dr Abner Tlakula was my motivator and mentor. I met Dr 
Tlakula in Natal as well as other doctors, Charles, Russell 
and Martin Marivate, the 3 brothers who all happened 
to be my homeboys. 

I remember there were ambitions to establish Sizwe 
Medical Aid in Swaziland and in other parts of Africa, 
but that was a disaster because we lost a lot of money 
due to mismanagement of funds.

We targeted civil servants and other businesses in order 
to expand the medical aid beyond South Africa. We lost 
a lot of money there and we were compelled to pull 
out because it was not a good business decision then 
expand beyond South Africa.

Most of us were underground ANC members and 
sympathisers. We had a black discussion group called, 
National Medical and Dental Association (NAMDA) 
it was pro-ANC. There was the Medical Association of 
South Africa (MASA) that was mostly for whites. Many 
black doctors did not feel comfortable with that, they 
felt that it was an apartheid supporting organisation so 
they wanted to form their own, and then they formed 
NAMDA. But fortunately, efforts were going on about 
forging NAMDA and MASA. Ultimately, the South 
African Medical Association (SAMA) was formed. SAMA 
operated like a union, later, but otherwise initially, it was 
just an association of medical doctors.

Regardless of the economic challenges that we faced, 
I am glad that Sizwe managed to survive and is still in 
business. 

We wanted to expand into other African countries  

78 years old, lives in Sibasa

I was the first black medical practitioner when I came here in 1976 from Natal. There were no 
black medical practitioners in Messina, Thohoyandou, Giyani, and Malamulele but there was  
Dr Makunyane in Seshego, Polokwane.

Ramasuvha
Stephen   

MBChB

Implementation and the struggle for democracy
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We treated each other 
as brothers. Our cultural 
backgrounds never impacted on 
the organisation.
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Born at Louis Trichardt, Presbyterian 
mission hospital on 8 November 1934.

He received a government bursary in 1960 
to go study medicine.

He became a professor of obstetrics and 
gynaecology at the Natal at the King 
Edward Medical and the then MEDUNSA.

Retired between 2002-2003.

Prof Martin  
Marivate 

He is passionate about 
providing quality health 
care for black people and 
individually took part to 
actualise their passions. 
Prof Martin talk about of 
the 40-year journey that he 
travelled. 
Our father encouraged my 
brothers and me to achieve 
great things. Hence, I majored 
in medicine. My choice for the 
discipline was out of interest in 
multiple pregnancies and births. 
I have written many papers about 
multiple pregnancies, during 
those days multiple pregnancies 
were many. 

I cannot remember the number of 
patients that I helped, there were 
so many at the time. There was a 
dedicated multiple pregnancy 
clinic in Durban, which I managed. 
At one point I was in London giving 
a talk about multiple pregnancies. 
So many people could not believe 
that I, a black person had done 
so much research on multiple 
pregnancies. 

I did not have any other career 
or profession, I was purely an 
academic while my other brothers 
were into other businesses. 

Black professionals were not 
immune to Apartheid treatment. 
As the acting head of the 
department of gynaecology in 
King Edwards hospital, in Natal, a 
delegation of white officials came 
and told me to be reasonable and 
stop inspecting white women in 
the hospitals. 

Apartheid regime did not allow 
me to work just like the white 
doctors. Even the fact that I was 
passed over for professorship 
at Natal University, was not easy.  
I deserved the professorship but 
they did not want to recognise 
me according to merit. I managed 
to overcome challenges I faced 
during that time. 

Later when I was at MEDUNSA 
(now Sefako Makgatho health 
Sciences University), when they 
started with the Cuban medical 
exchange program, I was involved 
and travelled to Cuba several 
times to facilitate the transfer 
program. From an academic 
perspective, this was one of my 
big projects. For some years, I 
travelled to Cuba and through 
this; I contributed to the field. I also 
had many examination projects, 
at University of Natal and beyond, 
extending to other universities.  

Addressing seminar on multiple pregnancies 

Implementation and the struggle for democracy 
(continued)
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I was told to be reasonable 
and stop inspecting white 
people.
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My name is Joel Matsila. I am a 73 
years old retired anesthesiology 
professor of what used to be 
known as the Medical University 
of South Africa (MEDUNSA) 
now known as Sefako Makgatho 
HealthSciences University. I am 
a teacher, that’s basically what I 
did. I am very happy about what 
I did. I trained a lot of people. In 
about 10 years I think I got about 
40 specialists. I was trained in the 
University of Natal (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) as this was the only 
Medical School which considered 
Africans in particular to train 
towards a medicine degree. Well, 
I’ve been out of private practice 
for a long time.

I spent good years of my life 
teaching at varsity. 

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love.

That man was my classmate 
(pointing to a book on Steve Biko 
at the corner of his desk). So we 
were originators of the Black 
Consciousness, I was still at varsity 
back then. In those days, BC 
became great influence against 
the increasing sway among 
certain white grouping of swart 
gevaar (black danger) which 
could be identified as euphemism 
for black hatred. Currently, I assist 
as anHospital which is the brain 
child of the black collective I 
wasital which is the brain child of 
the black collective I was e I was 
part.part.

Dr Name 
Surname

My name is 
Name Surname. 
I  am a 00 years 
old retired 
anesthesiology 
professor of what 
used to be known 
as the Medical 
University of 
South Africa
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There is a lot to celebrate 
about Sechaba
As black medical doctors, we 
faced serious challenges under 
the Apartheid government. A 
number of us formed a medical 
discussion group because some 
of our guys were legally banned. 
We could only meet with them 
under the banner of a ‘discussion 
group’ as it was not allowed to 
associate with banned individuals. 

We established bursaries for 
medical students and we also 
explored business opportunities.

We had two worlds, people who 
could afford medical aid and those 
who could not. The motivation 
was that those people who were 
working and could afford to pay 
some money; we should create 
an affordable scheme for them. 

The challenges are still the same. 
I have seen the minister of health 
trying to merge the two worlds. 
So, in terms of healthcare nothing 
has changed much. 

 Black companies still have a lot of 
challenges entering the market.  
I mean if you think about it most of 
the industries in the health sector 
are run by whites.

Long before there was black 
empowerment BEE, Sechaba 
was 100% black. When we 
celebrated our 25th anniversary, 
there was a lot to look back at 
and be proud of. We were the 
only black owned organisation 
that had a hospital that had a 
medical aid scheme under black 
management. Indeed, there was a 
lot to celebrate.

Tshabangu
I am 75, and a medical 
doctor by profession. 

I have been with Sechaba 
from the beginning and I 
then started my own clinic. 

I was responsible for 
Sechaba investments, and 
was also chairman and 
director from 1999-2012. 

I am still a shareholder. 
 

MBChB

Simon 
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I’ve been out of 
private practice 
for a long time. 
I spent good 
years of my 
life teaching at 
varsity. I trained 
with Steve Bantu 
Biko who at the 
time advocated 
for ‘black 
consciousness’ 
(BC) an ideology 
that promoted 
black self-love.
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I’ve been out of 
private practice 
for a long time. 
I spent good 
years of my 
life teaching at 
varsity. I trained 
with Steve Bantu 
Biko who at the 
time advocated 
for ‘black 
consciousness’ 
(BC) an ideology 
that promoted 
black self-love.black self-love.
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Black companies 
still have a lot of 
challenges entering 
the market.
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All efforts to derail a young Lybon Tlangelani Rikhotso’s, 
dream of becoming a doctor failed because he was 
strong-willed.  Many times, he was asked to go back to 
Limpopo to study for a degree in agriculture. He forged 
ahead and still feels passionate about educating doctors 
to be more than general practitioners.  

Our government has not done much to correct doctor 
training. Elsewhere, when doctors complete their 
university training, they specialise in one area while 
doing internships. Even with general practice you 
become a specialist, after years of experience. 

I haven’t found a strong political will in our country to 
push this further. We still leave people with low specialist 
training. 

The question of specialisation in this country has not 
been tabled in many talks to improve the medical 
practice. It was by default that we even found refuge in 
a medical school started by missionary doctors in Natal. 
Because the school was already there, when they started 
with their apartheid’s draconian policies. They just said, 
ok let them finish, but that’s where they must end. You 
had to end with your MBCHB. They said, ‘jy is 'n dokter 
mos, jy kan nou jou mense gaan verpleeg (implying that 
you can go and treat your people, you don’t have to 
be a specialist). So you find that specialist training was 
difficult to get into or impossible. 

When I finished with housemanship, Dr Abner Tlakula 
invited me to look after his practice while he went 
overseas for two years. I did that. When he came back, 
he was very active with Kwatcha Group and he invited 
me to join them and I did. I am still involved with them 
to support a black initiative. 

I am old now, when I met those old guys I was the 
youngest. I was at the starting point of my career when 
we build Lesedi Clinic. I dug the foundation. 

We were contributing money for bursaries for students 
with an ambition to get more into our ranks, with hope 
that some of our beneficiaries would be keen to serve in 
our private clinics in black townships. But with time this 
fizzled out. I am still proud to be associated with a team 
of visionaries.

As doctors we were not trained in any business. We just 
know how to pierce an abscess. To think of a corporate 
thing like Sizwe Medical Services (SMS) was indeed 
ground-breaking. Because of black pride I still cling to 
a hope that Sechaba could still make it, if managed to 
certain things right. Individual success in our little corners 
tarnished the company vision. The next generation that 
make similar attempts, should learn from this history.

–  I must run to theatre now.

More doctors must specialise 
I am Lybon Tlangelani Rikhotso, 66, a urologist working at Waterfall and Carstenhof. Also worked  
part time at the Department of Urology at the University of the Wiwatersrand.

Rikhotso
Lybon Tlangelani 

Urologist

Implementation and the struggle for democracy (continued)
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I was at the starting point of my career 
when we build Lesedi Clinic. I dug the 
foundation.
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Charles  
Marivate 

Born in 1942, Dr Marivate started his professional 
life as a primary school teacher in Rosettenville, 
Johannesburg. From there, after completing his 
medical studies at the University of Natal, he 
became a general practitioner in Ga-Rankuwa 
and Mabopane for 25 years. Some of the 
milestones of his career are: President of the 
South African Medical Discussion Group and 
member of council for Medical University of South 
Africa (MEDUNSA) which was incorporated into 
the University of Limpopo, and its chairperson 
from 1995 to 1999. He also received an honorary 
Doctor of Medicine (Honoris Causa) in 1993 from 
MEDUNSA.

Dr Marivate, who a few years ago, had a surgery 
in Valdezia, Limpopo, had paying and non-
paying patients. He treated the less privileged 
and poor in the community for free.

Community doctor enjoys twilight years 

30
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South African Medical Discussion Group meeting 
attendance register, 1975.

Wall signage at the old Dr Marivate surgery, Valdezia
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My name is Joel Matsila. I am a 73 
years old retired anesthesiology 
professor of what used to be 
known as the Medical University 
of South Africa (MEDUNSA) 
now known as Sefako Makgatho 
HealthSciences University. I am 
a teacher, that’s basically what I 
did. I am very happy about what 
I did. I trained a lot of people. In 
about 10 years I think I got about 
40 specialists. I was trained in the 
University of Natal (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) as this was the only 
Medical School which considered 
Africans in particular to train 
towards a medicine degree. Well, 
I’ve been out of private practice 
for a long time.

I spent good years of my life 
teaching at varsity. 

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love.

That man was my classmate 
(pointing to a book on Steve Biko 
at the corner of his desk). So we 
were originators of the Black 
Consciousness, I was still at varsity 
back then. In those days, BC 
became great influence against 
the increasing sway among 
certain white grouping of swart 
gevaar (black danger) which 
could be identified as euphemism 
for black hatred. Currently, I assist 
as anHospital which is the brain 
child of the black collective I 
wasital which is the brain child of 
the black collective I was e I was 
part.part.

Dr Name 
Surname

My name is 
Name Surname. 
I  am a 00 years 
old retired 
anesthesiology 
professor of what 
used to be known 
as the Medical 
University of 
South Africa
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Exploring medical business 
opportunities
I worked as a medical doctor at 
Baragwanath Hospital before 
joining investing in Kwacha. I 
was probably one of the last few 
people who invested in the Fund 
because when it was started, I was 
still a student.  

I have always liked business and 
joining SMS was easy because 
Dr Nthato Motlana was also my 
uncle. I invested in SMS because 
he invited me to do so, and I also 
believed in the bigger vision 
of bringing healthcare to our 
communities. 

I was led to believe that Dr Mokhesi 
and Dr Beau Loots conceptualized 
the idea of building a medical 
aid fund specifically for the black 
African marketplace. They then 
approached Dr Motlana who 
made it possible for them to 
realise their dream. 

In 1987 I was offered the 
opportunity to join the Kwacha 
Board. This was where I sharpened 
by business acumen. Then in 
1992 I left the board, but have 
participated periodically on this 
board over the years. 

When I started Clinix, the was not 
totally my own vision. The Clinix 
vision was rather a continuation 
of the initial concept and vision 
of Drs Mokhesi and Motlana. 
For this reason I always make it 
a point to recognize them. I feel 
that by continuing their dream I 
am honoring their legacy.  

I have broken ground on a 
hospital in Protea Glen which will 
be named The Dr Nthato Motlana 
Memorial Hospital.  I have also 
purchased an office block in 
downtown Johannesburg where 
we will be establishing Clinix Head 
office and day hospital. This will 
be named the Dr Phakisa Mokhesi 
Day Hospital and Medical Centre. 

Initially when I joined Kwacha 
we had problems with Lesedi 
Hospital. This is the hospital that 
is now named after my father 
– the Dr SK Matseke Memorial 
Hospital. I was tasked to revive 
the hospital rather than see it sold 
off. This was my introduction to 
the private health-care industry 
and will forever be thankful to the 
shareholders of Kwacha for giving 
me this opportunity.

Inequality is also a big issue 
because at the end of the day 

Matseke
61 years old. 

Started the Clinix 
Company in 1992.

Bought Lesedi Clinic now 
known as Dr SK Matseke.

Currently building a 
hospital in Soweto to 
honour his uncle,  
Dr Nthato Motlana. 

 

MBChB & MAP

Khamane Obed Peter “KOP” 
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there are issues around economic control. Unfortunately 
if you look at the hospital industry today - to build a 
hospital costs in the region of R2 – R3 million per bed.  This 
makes it very diffi cult for black entrepreneurs to enter 
the market. Banks are still not friendly to Small Medium 
and Micro-Enterprises (SMMEs) or black businesses, so 
we still have a long way to go. Government policies are 
correct but implementation is a challenge.
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•  Sizwe Medical Fund, (the Medical Schemes Act, 
which separated the fund from Kwacha was only 
promulgated in 1998).

•  Lesedi Private Hospital (Pty) Ltd the owner of Lesedi 
Clinic, the first black owned private hospital in South 
Africa.

•  Sizwe Medical Services (Pty) Ltd the administrator of 
Sizwe Medical Fund (now Sechaba Medical Solutions 
(Pty) Ltd).

The first board of directors of Kwacha Holdings  
consisted of Dr N H Motlana (chairman), Mr Godfrey 
Pitje, Dr P B Loots, Dr Mokhesi, Dr A J Kgomo and myself. 

I remained a member of the board of the holding 
company and also served on subsidiary boards for 
38years. This was to be, because I happened to be on the 
executive committee of the SAMDG at the “right time” 
some may say at the “wrong time”, I had no business 
experience or knowledge, and I played no active role 
in the “Struggle”. My ignorance regarding business and 
political activism was not unique to me. Most of my 
colleagues were in a similar position. Business related 
education was almost non-existent at the time, there 
were no more than five black accountants in the entire 
country. I do not think we have more than five hundred 
black accountants today.

Money had to be raised to get going with the 
medical aid and hospital projects, it was decided that  

R15 000 per share would be affordable, and each of 
the 38 people who elected to subscribe paid R15 000, 
it was decided that all shareholders would be equal. I 
cannot remember why this principle was adopted. The 
38 included four non-medical individuals, 2 female 
doctors, and one share was subscribed for by a group 
of people. Thus the shareholder statistics were: 2 ladies 
(both doctors), 4 black business men, 1 group and  
30 black male doctors, and 1 white doctor, there were 
no accountants or business experts.

All costs involved in the projects included: 
•  Securing the medical aid scheme against the risk of 

failing to pay claims.
• Building Lesedi Clinic.
•  The costs relating to setting up a medical aid 

administrator.
•  Legal costs for tying up all the agreements – all of 

which was quite strange.

The R57 000 capital raised was a drop in the ocean, 
as the saying goes, R3 000 000 to secure the medical 
aid scheme came from the banks through Dr Motlana 
and Dr Loot’s contacts. A 49% stake in the medical aid 
company was sold to Medscheme. In return Medscheme 
was awarded the contract to administer the scheme, 
which they did from 1978 to 1988 when Kwacha bought 
Medscheme out. (Medscheme was then owned by  
Mr Keith Hollis who together with his wife had founded 

Voice of black majority in healthcare matters
I was on the executive committee of the South African Medical Discussion Group (SAMDG) together 
with Drs Ndumiso Mzamani,(chairman), Gideon Mophiring (secretary) Amos Mahlangu (treasurer) 
and Joshua Kgoele (member) when discussions about the formation of Sizwe Medical Fund started 
in 1976. Kwacha* Holdings (Pty)Ltd was registered in 1978, soon to be followed by subsidiaries:

Tlakula 
Abner   

MBChB

Motivation and solidarity
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the company,” in their garage’’ like many  a 
small business.

I must single Dr Motlana out, for the role he 
played in the establishment and the growth 
of Sizwe as shown in. 

During Dr Motlana’s tenure as chairman of 
the Kwacha Group, which were the formative 
years, no dividends were distributed among 
shareholders and director’s fees were not 
paid, all extra money generated was re-
invested.

The main issues to be addressed when the 
Kwacha Group was established were:
•  To improve accessibility of private 

healthcare to black patients and their 
doctors and to improve the quality thereof.

•  To promote the training of black medical 
doctors and specialists.

•  To be the voice of the black majority in 
healthcare matters in South Africa.

All three issues will always be with us and a 
Kwacha will be required to address them.

This question has been put to me by several 
people; “Why do you think Sizwe, a black 
initiative,  has survived so many years? This 
question will need to be answered by proper 
research, there may be valuable lessons to 
be learnt by black South Africans as we try to 
close the wealth gap.

I have not mentioned the likes of Dr Kgomo 
and many other managers who contributed 
to the longevity  and wellbeing of Sizwe.

Kwacha is a Chewa word, 
a language spoken in 
Malawi, which means 
“Day break”
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My name is Joel Matsila. I am a 73 
years old retired anesthesiology 
professor of what used to be 
known as the Medical University 
of South Africa (MEDUNSA) 
now known as Sefako Makgatho 
HealthSciences University. I am 
a teacher, that’s basically what I 
did. I am very happy about what 
I did. I trained a lot of people. In 
about 10 years I think I got about 
40 specialists. I was trained in the 
University of Natal (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) as this was the only 
Medical School which considered 
Africans in particular to train 
towards a medicine degree. Well, 
I’ve been out of private practice 
for a long time.

I spent good years of my life 
teaching at varsity. 

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love.

That man was my classmate 
(pointing to a book on Steve Biko 
at the corner of his desk). So we 
were originators of the Black 
Consciousness, I was still at varsity 
back then. In those days, BC 
became great influence against 
the increasing sway among 
certain white grouping of swart 
gevaar (black danger) which 
could be identified as euphemism 
for black hatred. Currently, I assist 
as anHospital which is the brain 
child of the black collective I 
wasital which is the brain child of 
the black collective I was e I was 
part.part.

Dr Name 
Surname

My name is 
Name Surname. 
I  am a 00 years 
old retired 
anesthesiology 
professor of what 
used to be known 
as the Medical 
University of 
South Africa
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Sizwe survives against all 
odds
I was based at Coronation Hospital 
while I lived in Diepkloof extension. 
Only went to Lesedi Clinic (now Dr 
SK Matseke Memorial Hospital) 
when I was off duty to attend to 
emergencies.

As new opportunities came, when 
the hospital needed specialists, I 
resigned from Coronation Hospital 
and became full-time at Lesedi 
in 1987. The management at the 
time thought that if they recruited 
specialists and make them 
shareholders right at the beginning 
it would be easier than to have 
them work just as employees. 

Indeed the strategy worked. To this 
day, I work at an institution where I 
own shares of the parent company. 

In my view, the resilience of the 
hospital had less to do with good 
management, but a lot to do 
with the fact that the hospital was 
well situated. Most dominating 
companies were gunning for this 
particular hospital because it was 

strategically placed in Soweto. 
Hence its collapse would have 
been an advantage for others. I 
think Dr Nthato Motlana waded 
off all possible take-overs of the 
hospital.

Government has never supported 
Sizwe Medical Fund. Even when 
the new government came in, 
there was no support from any of 
the government institutions. After 
1994, you would have expected 
that there would be a deliberate 
move to support the medical aid 
initiated by blacks. Sizwe survived 
by making inroads in some private 
institutions in the mining and auto 
industry.

Black businesses suffered during 
and post-apartheid. Lately our 
strategy has been that, the medical 
administration had to improve 
even under the hostile business 
environment.

Socio-economic conditions 
impacted Sizwe negatively 
although it remained competitive 
compared to other medical aids.   

Morule
I have a practice at 
Brenthurst Clinic in 
Johannesburg and at  
Dr SK Matseke Memorial 
Hospital. 

I think Dr Motlana waded 
off all possible take overs 
of Lesedi Clinic at the 
time.

Orthopaedic Surgeon

Ramoroa Andrew  
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I think the scheme is competing very well. It’s 
just that company bosses are the ones who 
control where the medical aid members go. As 
much as there is a wider choice of medical aids 
now for the employees, company bosses take 
their medical aids to other schemes.

Ideally marketing should not be a diffi cult 
mountain to climb in a country where 80% of 
the population is black.

Other popular medical aids might have 
attractive packages for the people at the top. 
For instance such as gym options, however for 
the blue collar people, Sizwe is a better option.

We did not look at Sechaba as a 
business, but as a social contribution to 
society.
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I am Dr Tohlang Ephraim 
Malahleha. I was born on 
the 27th of April 1942

I was born in Matatiele 
and I grew up in Matatiele 
missions away from 
home. I am a father of 
two children, a son and a 
daughter. I used to have 
a practice at Clermont. 
However I ceased 
practicing as a medical 
doctor in 2007 when my 
wife was diagnosed with 
breast cancer. 

Tohlang Ephraim    
Malahleha  

As a black person he could not 
own a house but was persuaded 
to buy shares in the scheme. 
While he followed his heart and 
spent most of his career feeding 
malnourished children, his shares 
in the scheme came in handy 
much later in life.  

I completed my matric at Polela, a 
Scottish mission, the vice principal 
applied on my behalf to study 
medicine at the University of 
Natal. 

The chairman of the selecting 
board used to prefer students 
from missionary schools, and so 
there were quite several students 
from mission schools in Zululand. 

After completing my studies in 
1965, I spent 2 years working in 
the department of Paediatrics as 
part of my internship. During those 
days there were many children 
from Zululand, and the Transkei 
suffering from malnutrition, 
kwashiorkor, marasmus, diarrhoea 
and dehydration. 

I remember Dr Peter Tlakula 
telling me that they were forming 
this group and he was buying one 
share, so he wanted us to share it, 
like half-half. I then sent him my 
half, Dr Nthato Motlana said no, 
we should both be full members. 

I decided that well since one 
could not buy property and that 
was the only problem which we 
had then, I thought the best thing 
to do was just to invest in Sizwe 
Medical Fund and try to help my 
people, so I helped.

Nonetheless, I am truly grateful for 
Dr Motlana and all the members 
of Sizwe who had the foresight to 
start this company because when 
my wife became ill and I could 
no longer work, the dividends 
helped to sustain us.

Regrettably, I was never really 
hands on or actively involved with 
Sizwe, I just thought that I should 
be more involved in Clermont. 
The people of Clermont had been 
very kind to me and that is why I 
wanted to get more involved with 
the local community. We assisted 
mostly with school fees, shoes, 
books and uniforms for children. 

We would load the boot and the 
seats of our cars with cartons of 
milk when companies like SMA 
and Nestle were running specials. 
We used to deliver milk every 
week to the mothers who had 
children to feed.

Feeding one child at a time

Paediatrician
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I am truly grateful for Dr Motlana and all 
the members of Sizwe.
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My name is Joel Matsila. I am a 73 
years old retired anesthesiology 
professor of what used to be 
known as the Medical University 
of South Africa (MEDUNSA) 
now known as Sefako Makgatho 
HealthSciences University. I am 
a teacher, that’s basically what I 
did. I am very happy about what 
I did. I trained a lot of people. In 
about 10 years I think I got about 
40 specialists. I was trained in the 
University of Natal (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) as this was the only 
Medical School which considered 
Africans in particular to train 
towards a medicine degree. Well, 
I’ve been out of private practice 
for a long time.

I spent good years of my life 
teaching at varsity. 

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love.

That man was my classmate 
(pointing to a book on Steve Biko 
at the corner of his desk). So we 
were originators of the Black 
Consciousness, I was still at varsity 
back then. In those days, BC 
became great influence against 
the increasing sway among 
certain white grouping of swart 
gevaar (black danger) which 
could be identified as euphemism 
for black hatred. Currently, I assist 
as anHospital which is the brain 
child of the black collective I 
wasital which is the brain child of 
the black collective I was e I was 
part.part.

Dr Name 
Surname

My name is 
Name Surname. 
I  am a 00 years 
old retired 
anesthesiology 
professor of what 
used to be known 
as the Medical 
University of 
South Africa
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Working under a repressive 
system 
After years of studying towards his 
dream career, little did Dr Jiyana 
Mbere know that he would spend 
more years fighting against laws 
that prohibited him from practicing 
as a specialist? Dr Mbere, a 
gynaecologist and obstetrician by 
profession recently turned 78.  

When I came back from England 
as a specialist there was very 
little room for black specialists in 
hospitals. My job entailed giving 
instructions to white doctors and 
students, which was not permitted 
for a black person. In fact, some 
hospitals did not even allow black 
specialists to practice. Most black 
specialists were in Durban which 
was more liberal. We had black 
patients and they needed doctors. 

During apartheid, healthcare was 
based on a racial segregation. 
White people had more and bigger 
hospitals with better facilities. A 
black hospital like Baragwanath 
was a doctor teaching and training 
hospital back then. It was one of 
the top hospitals, with lots of good 

facilities, but it was not as posh as 
Johannesburg General Hospital 
which had even better facilities.

When I came back, ready to start a 
private practice in Johannesburg 
I had to get permission from the 
City Council and the government 
because as a specialist I needed 
facilities such X-ray machines, 
laboratories etc. The City of 
Johannesburg assisted with the 
application to get the offices. This 
was part of the conditions at the 
time and permission was granted 
on condition that I do not see white 
patients, but I am a doctor and I 
should see anybody. Thus I defied 
them and I had some white patients 
coming in.

Sizwe Medical Fund was a black 
business initiative and we wanted 
to train more doctors. In fact, we 
would collect money from doctors 
every month through South African 
Medical Discussion Group. This 
money was used as scholarships 
to those who wanted to train as 
doctors. What inspired this was that 
often when you failed one subject 
they kicked you out of medical 
school.

Mbere 
Completed 
undergraduate studies 
at University of Natal 
and moved to Makerere 
University in Uganda for 
his Masters Degree.

Studied Gynaecology 
and Obstetrician in 
London. 

Returned from England 
in 1976 to frustrations 
as he could not be 
recognised as a 
specialist.

A white colleague 
insisted that he needed 
Dr Mbere’s skills, that 
is how he started 
practicing. 

Gynaecology and Obstetrician

Jiyana  
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Lesedi has caught up technologically and we had all 
the machines that we needed, theatres, facilities etc. I 
have worked in various hospitals, in England and other 
countries in Africa, Lesedi Clinic here is second to none. 
The only issue is that we do not have staff as people prefer 

to go and work in white hospitals. I think Lesedi Clinic is 
well positioned for the unforeseen future of healthcare 
demands. Nonetheless, black people are many, and if 
we want to succeed we must provide services to them. 
I think we are doing very well and competitive enough.

41
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. . . but I am a doctor and 
I should see anybody.
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A tribute to SileleDr Abner Ditabe
Mrs Daphne Nonkosi Silele, a retired teacher 
pays tribute to her husband, Dr Silele. They met 
at the university in Lesotho and got married 
soon afterwards. 

My husband was a loving family man and an activist in 
student politics together with Steve Biko. The security 
agents were after them because he was part of the 
students committee and had to be in hiding for most 
of the time. At one time, he told me that he wanted to 
move out of the country, as things were getting worse 
and tougher. However, he could not do so because this 
would kill his parents. 

We moved to Gauteng and lived in Tembisa. He was still 
busy with his training then and would travel every day 
for four years from Tembisa to Baragwanath Hospital, 
which is quite a long distance. He requested for travel 

allowance on the same conditions that the allowance 
was being made available to the white doctors, 
management refused. The white man in charge replied: 
“You can’t be given travel allowance. Why don’t you look 
for a house in Soweto, which is closer?”

He eventually opened a surgery in Thokoza. The 
community in Thokoza soon realised that he was very 
good with children, would constantly come to our house 
and ask strange questions about his brothers. His two 
brothers went oversees to pursue politics. When he 
received a letter from one of the brothers, we knew that 
some of the security agents special branch would come 
to ask questions. They would have obviously picked it 
up from the post offi ce, and they would have read the 
contents of the letter. My husband used to say, there 
was nothing, not even political messages, because the 
letters were purely about family matters.
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The legacy of  
Dr Christopher Mageza

Mageza
KittsKitts

Kittz Mageza owns an undertaker business. With 
his accounting background he was involved 
with Sizwe Medical Fund from a young age. He 
talks about his experiences as a young man and 
reflects on what his father, Christopher Mageza, 
told him about Sechaba and Sizwe. His father 
was one of the founders of Sizwe Medical Fund. 

Separate Amenities Act meant that black people were not 
able to use a private clinic irrespective of their status in 
life. That is one of the reasons why Sizwe Medical Fund 
was formed. In fact, it was called a Trust because blacks 
were also not allowed to form a company.

The founders kept the money in the trust until the 
formation of Sizwe Medical Fund.

If you compare the two periods, during and post-
apartheid, today you can go to a general hospital, might 
complain about the care but not about being excluded 
because of skin colour. The founders of Sizwe and 
Sechaba obviously, had to come up with a plan, it was 
very tough.  

I remember then, my mother was one of the first 
beneficiaries of Sizwe, to be able to pay the medical aid 
at Brenthurst clinic.

There were a couple of doctors who helped to arrange 
that my mother be slipped into a ward somewhere at the 
back of the clinic, to get cataracts done. Her ward was far 
away from the rest because they were following (the law). 
I mean law is law, Separate Amenities Act, you were not 
allowed to have black patients in the same area as white 
patients.

I think it was myself and Dr Khamane Obed Peter “KOP” 
Matseke, who were the youngest.

I’m not a doctor, I have an accounting background. I was 
an administrator. We developed programmes on how to 
run a hospital. We used to have an Afrikaner programmer 
who executed our instructions well. 

So, it was with Sizwe Medical Aid that many people 
became members of a medical aid for the first time. The 
other medical aids except for Bonitas, were not catering 
for black people. Bonitas was a counter to Sizwe because 
PW Botha said, “you can’t let these teachers become 
members of Motlana’s medical aid”. So, Medscheme 
had to quickly create Bonitas, hence I think it is one of 
the biggest Medical aids today. All the teachers were 
instructed, to go to Bonitas, so that Dr Motlana couldn’t 
access them.
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A tribute to

My father was one of the founders of Lesedi Clinic 
together with a group of other doctors. In his tenure 
as a medical specialist, he inspired a lot of students 
to join the medical profession. He also liked teaching. 
He practiced Sebokeng Hospital and during his days 
there, he also taught students who were on trials. 
Due to his influence, 41 students ended up being 
specialists.  He was an external examiner at Wits 
University for final year students. He decided at one 
time that he wanted to go and teach. He went and 
taught for about 2 years at Medunsa under Professor 
Modiba. He had a fun time. At Wits, he took students 
on trials. He has always had a mentee, for one reason 
or another, who would usually be a young female 
doctor that he tended to groom. He retired from active 
practice in 2001 but he kept on working at the Tambo 
Memorial Hospital. My father was a medical officer for 
the South African Railways. 

He was aware of workers' compensation cases where a 
lot of rail workers would get injured. The railway would 
only pay for that person's injury and not the long-term 
care of that person. With injuries, at times you need 
habilitation centers and there are other things that you 
may need in addition to being treated only for injuries. 
They felt that having a medical scheme or some sort 
of a practice that would look after these people was 
necessary. So, he said if you can have a medical aid 
with a very good and reliable payer, like the railway, 
it would really work. One of his passion was actually 
property. He said it generates future income. In terms 
of the medical aid, it would have ongoing subscribers 
who would keep the money coming in. Together with 
Dr Siobi and Dr Sisiyane, they started something called 
Thembalethu whose objective was to own property. 
My father’s surgery, a triple story surgery in Katlegong, 
had been leased out to various stakeholders.

Moshesh

Dr John MacDonald 
Alexander 
Letlamoreng 

MBChB &Paediatrics
Mr Jobo Moshesh, speaks of his father, Dr Moshesh,  a fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons 
in Glasgow. He describes his father as an inspiration to most  students in the medical profession.
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A giant has fallen. You loved the good Lord. You joined 
bible study and as a result you accumulated so many 
spiritual books. You encouraged me to read about other 
religions to broaden my horizons.  This conversation was 
prompted after you watched Passion of Christ by Mel 
Gibson. Dad you were stricter than strict. You emphasized 
the importance of education succinctly.  We even had a 
library in Katlehong. The encyclopedias from those days 
are still there. 

You used to forget your own birthday and when I called 
you 

"Hi dad Happy birthday"

Your reply "You too"

You once called while we lived in Katlehong and said

"Ke haka moo?"

As a grandfather experienced the tender gentle side  
of you. 

Friday nights were treat nights where your grandkids could 
order pizzas fish and chips and you placed the order.   
Lo and behold if the delivery is late according to you.

"You want my grandkids to starve" you would shout at the 
poor delivery person.

You instilled a love and passion for my calling. You once 
said the day there’s no fire in my belly about acting I must 
stop.

You were so passionate about your calling. You used to 
love when young doctors had the same level of dedication. 

You were a mentor to so many. My good friend Dr Ntombi 
Mutshekwane is one of them.

You were married to mom for 45 years and you often used 
to say to me "They don't make them like your mom”.

 

POEM BY NTHATI MOSHESH
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A tribute to

Motlana
Dr Nthato

Dr Mashadi Motlana followed in her father’s footsteps in many ways. She too is a physician 
and specialised in psychiatry.  She finds herself at the helm of Sechaba Medical Solutions 
in the role of Deputy CEO. Sechaba shares a common history with Sizwe Medical Fund.  
She like her father is passionate about the health of the nation. She writes the following 
about her dad:
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Dr Nthato Motlana inspired many with his indefatigable 
drive and fearlessness, his vision and ability to think 
creatively (in many ways ahead of his time), his 
unshakeable self-belief and love for humanity. He served 
his community and country in innumerable ways in a 
lifetime dedicated to public service.

After completing his studies at Kilnerton, a Methodist 
missionary school he went on to study a BSc at Fort 
Hare University. It was at this time that he was drawn into 
politics and he played a role in establishing the ANC 
Youth League. Whilst studying at the University of the 
Witwatersrand he was arrested in full view of the staff 
and students on the steps of the Great Hall for his part in 
the Defiance Campaign of 1952. He was accused no. 8 
in the trail.  He was subsequently banned for 5years and 
required special permission to attend his graduation in 
1954.

When Dr Motlana started to practice medicine in Soweto 
he was one of only two doctors. He practiced as a physician 
in the township for more than 40 years. He was a generous 
man known to charge his patients a nominal fee for those 
who could not afford his services. His practice also served 
as the covert operation to treat the victims of violence that 
were on the run from the politics in the 70’s. It was also the 
secret meeting place of the Soweto Committee of Ten. 
He became the unofficial spokesperson for the struggle 
at a time when the leadership of the ANC was in prison 
or in exile. He was detained on several occasions and 
this inspired his first foray into business as he needed to 
provide  for his family during the periods of incarcerations.  
It was then that he founded the Sizwe General Store. 
These times were difficult and it was left to his wife Mrs 
Zanele Motlana, a nursing sister by profession, who 
worked beside her husband in the surgeries to find locum 
doctors to keep the practice running. 

Dr Motlana was clear that political power was meaningless 
in the absence of economic power. His entrepreneurial 
projects were developmental in nature and linked to 
improving the quality of life of black South African. In 
1978 he led a group of doctors ( the shareholders of 
Kwacha) to establish the first medical aid scheme, Sizwe 

Medical Fund, designed to cater for the health care 
needs of disenfranchised and marginalised black South 
Africans. He opened Lesedi Clinic in Soweto the was 
the first black owned private hospital in South Africa. In 
the following decade another milestone was achieved , 
New Africa Investment limited was listed on the JSE. He 
was instrumental in persuading government to permit a 
licence to a second mobile telephone operator and the 
establishment of MTN.

He believed that education was key to eradicating 
poverty. He dedicated much of his time towards the 
education of black South Africans. He was at the forefront 
of trying to resolve the education crisis in the 70’s 
working with the Black Parents Association nationally. He 
interceded on behalf of many students facing financial 
exclusion from universities. He was involved in several 
Trusts that raised funding for scholarships and bursaries 
such as MESAB (Medical Education for South African 
Blacks) and the Education Council and tried to improve 
the quality of Education at institutions such as PROMAT 
(ProMatric). He served on the Council of the University of 
the Witwatersrand and was Chancellor of the University of 
the North-West and Technikon South Africa. He received 
numerous honorary degrees locally and internationally 
including the Universities of Witwatersrand, Natal and 
Dartmouth College (U.S.).

Dr Motlana was vocal in his views against what he called 
the begging bowl syndrome and he worked tirelessly 
to encourage black South Africans to become creators 
of industry and not just consumers. The Get Ahead 
Foundation was one such initiative, it was an NPO he 
helped establish which was aimed at providing small 
businesses loans to start their own businesses. A job was 
created for every R500 that was lent. He travelled the 
world raising funds until the advent of democracy.

He was a stickler for good health, a teetotaller that loved 
running. He remained a humble man with a sharp intellect 
and boundless energy. He was a devoted husband, loved 
his children and especially his grandchildren. 

It is on these broad shoulders that I stand!
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A tribute to

Believing that his background was not going to be 
a hindrance, Isaac Shongwe explored education 
opportunities and worked hard to be the prolific business 
man he is today. He pays tribute to his business mentor 
Nthato Motlana who taught him about the benefits of 
hard work. The two met in 1988 when Shongwe had just 
came back from overseas after completing his studies. 

When I met Dr Motlana, a prominent businessman, 
a physician and anti-apartheid activist who strongly 
believed that black people should be actively engaged 
in business to empower themselves and eradicate 
poverty, I was inspired by his ideas and he became my 
mentor.

He was way ahead of his time when it came to business. 
Some people think that he became actively involved in 
business because of Black Economic Empowerment 
(BEE). Although he also benefitted from BEE, it has to be 
acknowledged that he actually started doing business 
way before BEE.

Dr Motlana founded New African Investments Limited 
(NAIL) which purchased many previously white owned 
corporations at market value.  I was privileged to sit on 
the board of NAIL.

He also founded Phaphama Africa Commercial 
Enterprises and was a firm believer of hard work who 
would always tell me that I could be anything I wanted 
to be in life if I worked hard.

I count myself lucky that I had a chance to be mentored 
by him during his days. He was very supportive and 
encouraging. 

He used to laugh at me when I started my advisory 
business in 1995 -- a strategy management consulting 
firm. He would jokingly say: ‘Stop advising people to do 
business, go out there and do business instead’.

I have mastered the art of “doctoring” business because, 
business, like humans, also get sick. So, it is my goal to 
revive those businesses, which are either not liked or 

Motlana
Nthato

by Isaac Shongwe
A businessman ahead of time 
Isaac Shongwe grew up in Alexandra Township, Johannesburg.
He is the Managing Director, Founder and Chairperson of Letsema Holdings, an independent 
consulting company focusing on leadership development, entrepreneurship and education.
‘The black government is not doing enough to stimulate growth and development’
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have collapsed, back to life’. It saddens me to think of 
what we once had at NAIL, and that it does not exist 
anymore. At some point, we owned about 20% of MTN 
and 30% of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. From 
some of these experiences, I have learnt how to do 
business and grow. Through our foundation, Letsema, 
I advise other businesses on sustainability. Some of the 
fi rst black owned businesses like NAIL and Mvelaphanda 
are no longer around. 

We therefore need to play an instrumental role 
to incubate upcoming entrepreneurs and that is 
one of our core objectives at Letsema Foundation. 
Just like Dr Motlana, I am one person who 
believes in business as a catalyst for social change. 
I employ 60 people and I have invested in other 
companies. I do not own 100% shares but in some, I 
own 51%. Directly and indirectly, I employ 4000 people, 
who on average support a family of 4-5 people. So, this 
means I have made a difference to many families. 
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A tribute to 

Marivate
Dr Russell 
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Mrs Hlamalani Ngcobo (nee Marivate) pays 
tribute to her father, Dr Russell  Marivate, one of 
the Sizwe Medical Fund founding fathers.  
My father was a family general practitioner and he 
specialised in family medicine.  He was born in 1930, on 
the 23rd of October. His favourite past time was going to 
church and he would never miss a service. My mother was 
from Chesterville, in KwaZulu-Natal. My parents met at King 
Edward Hospital where my mother was a nurse assistant. 

We lived in Garankuwa for a couple of years where my 
father had a practice with his brother Dr Charles Marivate. 
We then moved to Winterveldt in 1970, and this is where 
my father started his solo practice. He later on opened 
another practice in Soshanguve.

My father wanted to be where his patients were and during 
apartheid his patients were in areas such as Soshanguve 
and Winterveldt. He wanted to work with the community 
and within that community, to him his world was there with 
his people. I remember in Winterveldt he had a projector 
our garage would become a cinema and he would invite 
everybody to come and watch movies for free, and it 
became a family tradition.  

At the time we settled in Winterveldt, there was nothing, it 
was mere farmland. There were no hospitals nor doctors 
in the area. My father was amongst the first to open a 
surgery there. He would thus get patients from as far as 
Hammanskraal and the rural areas on the outskirts of 
Pretoria. Since my mother was a midwife she would assist 

with the deliveries of babies there at the surgery. It was 
open 24 hours.

My father took in people to the surgery for free. He would 
not turn people away because they do not have money. He 
would treat them and say okay whenever you have money 
you can come and pay. Even as I move around people 
would come up to me and say “Yoh we know your father, 
he treated me”, “I was born there in the surgery” or say “you 
know my mother never paid even up to today, so your dad 
treated us for free”. It was never a big deal with my father to 
him your health took precedence, money came later. 

My mother passed on in May of 2017 and then my father 
followed her in April of 2018. It was very difficult for my 
father because they had been together for more than fifty 
years and it left a big void in his life. The passing of my 
mother came as a surprise to everyone including because 
she used to worry about my father more as my father was 
the unwell one. 

The surgery in Winterveldt became a hospice. The hospice 
is currently predominantly occupied by patients especially 
those who have cancer and those released from hospitals 
when nothing can be done for them anymore. Nurses and 
caregivers are at the hospice 24 hours. It is now a non-
profit organisation and patients do not pay anything. That 
is the kind of person my father was. He found satisfaction 
in doing all this and he did not want any recognition for it.  
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I am the board 
chairperson of Sizwe 
Medical Fund, and my 
role is to ensure that 
members get quality 
service.  As a board we 
provide oversight to the 
Sizwe Medical Fund. 
We take our mandate 
from the members. The 
mandate is to increase 
benefits and decrease 
premiums whilst 
maintaining solvency and 
sustainability. 

Luyolo  
Makwabe 

I joined Sizwe Medical Fund 
because of the legacy of black 
excellence. But Sizwe Medical 
Aid is now more inclusive and 
caters for all South Africans. 
We are recruiting all potential 
members. So basically, what 
assists is the fact that we 
have changed our benefits. 
The quality of our service is 
changing to meet the needs 
of our members and also to 
compete with other medical 
aid schemes.

I was elected by workers at 
Mondelez formerly Legacy 
Cadbury, in Port Elizabeth and I 
am currently the plant secretary 
of the Food and Allied Workers 
Union (FAWU) shopsteward 
council. My working life has 
been turbulent. In 2010, the 
company retrenched workers 
and outsourced some of the 
departments. We had 1000 
workers, we are now left with 
less than 500. The work that 

my previous department used 
to do was outsourced to a 
company in India which uses 
cheap labour. I had no choice 
but to look for other openings 
in the company and got one 
as an operator and later on 
a material handler, which 
fortunately is more in line with 
what I studied. 

I was lucky because some of 
my former colleagues found 
themselves in worse conditions. 

Sizwe took a huge 
membership knock when 
there were retrenchments in 
the automotive sector. For 
example, at General Motors we 
lost about 500 members last 
year when they closed down 
operations in South Africa.  You 
can imagine what has been 
happening across the country 
in relation to retrenchments. 
This situation affects the growth 
of Sizwe membership.

We take our mandate from the members 

Cost & Management 
Accounting

The current executives of Sizwe  
Medical Fund
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My name is Joel Matsila. I am a 73 
years old retired anesthesiology 
professor of what used to be 
known as the Medical University 
of South Africa (MEDUNSA) 
now known as Sefako Makgatho 
HealthSciences University. I am 
a teacher, that’s basically what I 
did. I am very happy about what 
I did. I trained a lot of people. In 
about 10 years I think I got about 
40 specialists. I was trained in the 
University of Natal (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal) as this was the only 
Medical School which considered 
Africans in particular to train 
towards a medicine degree. Well, 
I’ve been out of private practice 
for a long time.

I spent good years of my life 
teaching at varsity. 

I trained with Steve Bantu Biko 
who at the time advocated for 
‘black consciousness’ (BC) an 
ideology that promoted black 
self-love.

That man was my classmate 
(pointing to a book on Steve Biko 
at the corner of his desk). So we 
were originators of the Black 
Consciousness, I was still at varsity 
back then. In those days, BC 
became great influence against 
the increasing sway among 
certain white grouping of swart 
gevaar (black danger) which 
could be identified as euphemism 
for black hatred. Currently, I assist 
as anHospital which is the brain 
child of the black collective I 
wasital which is the brain child of 
the black collective I was e I was 
part.part.

Dr Name 
Surname

My name is 
Name Surname. 
I  am a 00 years 
old retired 
anesthesiology 
professor of what 
used to be known 
as the Medical 
University of 
South Africa

Growing Sechaba Medical 
Solutions
From the time we acquired a 
controlling interest in Sechaba 
remained appreciative of the 
rich legacy we were allowed to 
participate in. Sechaba is a truly 
legendary black business and 
Sizwe Medical Fund a legendary 
Medical Aid, having started with 
the sole objective of responding 
Black people’s the lack of access 
to healthcare in the hey days of 
Apartheid. 

From the time that legislation that 
separates medical schemes from 
administrators were promulgated 
Sechaba has not had a normal 
relationship with Sizwe Medical 
Fund. This uneasiness has resulted 
in a continued decline of Sizwe as 
it did not improve its products and 
price competitively. Sechaba was 
not adequately resourced as the 
uncertainty made management 
doubt the wisdom of investment in 
system and other elements of the 
operating infrastructure. 

The Board of Sechaba took a 
decision in 2016 to invest in a 
new IT system, relocated the 
business to new premises and 

created a working environment 
with better ergonomics and 
improved processes across all its 
operations. This resulted improved 
efficiencies that made the scheme 
save R200Million in one year. This 
has since being followed by the 
reengineering of products which 
resulted in the scheme becoming 
more competitive and ahead of its 
peers. 

The first four years of our ownership 
of Sechaba was focused on survival 
and remodelling which has 
been achieved and the decline 
of membership has ceased. 
The Scheme has with Sechaba 
embarked on a growth trajectory 
which is supported by a vibrant 
marketing campaign driven 
through electronic media and 
endorsements by some of the most 
influential celebrities. The objective 
is to double the size of Sizwe 
Medical Fund by the 2020. 

The growth strategy for Sechaba is 
underpinned by the diversification 
strategy, a new Holding company 
for Sechaba called 3Sixty Health 
has been established and the 
shareholding of both 3Sixty FSG 
and Sechaba Group Holding will be 
at 3Sixty Health. 

Msibi
CEO – NUMSA 
Investment Company 
and 3Sixty Financial 
Services Group. 

Chairperson of Sechaba 
Medical Solutions board

3Sixty Financial Services 
owns 60% of Sechaba

3Sixty Financial Services 
is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of NUMSA 
Investment Company

NTD, Btech, Master of Business Leadership

Khandani 
The current executives of Sizwe Medical Fund (continued)
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Our courtship with Sizwe 
started in 2007 when we 
expressed our intention to 
acquire an interest in Sechaba 
Medical Solutions, our vision 
was only realised in 2014 
when Sechaba was facing an 
existential threat as a result of 
both the Curatorship of Sizwe 
Medical Fund and its continued 
decline in membership. 

This new group has 5 pillars of growth which are 
stated below:

1.  The fi rst being the growth of our core administration 
business which include the growth of Sizwe Medical 
Fund, the acquisition of other Administration 
companies and administration of their medical 
schemes. There plans in place for all these 
interventions.

2.  The second pillar is the acquisition of companies 
in complimentary services to medical schemes, an 
example is wellness services providers. 

3.  The third business is the establishment of a loyalty 
organization to support Sizwe Medical Fund and to 
provide loyalty plan to other clients. The Loyalty plan 
established for Sizwe members is Zest and it has 
created excitement amongst Sizwe members. There 
is 3Sixty Loyalty geared for non-Sizwe members.

4.  The fourth pillar is the establishment of 3Sixty 
marketing which is a marketing company for medical 
schemes.

5.  The last and most exciting pillar is the establishment 
of 3Sixty Biopharmaceutical, this company has been 
registered and we are in the process of registering 
it with SAHPRA (successor to MCC). Our schedule 
indicate that we will start trading from January 2019 
and indications are that this company will be the 
biggest in 3Sixty Health. 

The prognosis for the future of shareholders of Sechaba 
is positive, we do believe that our diversity of offerings 
will place in an even better position with the advent of 
National Health Insurance. The 3Sixty Financial Services 
Group intends to list in Johannesburg Stock Exchange 
and this will provide shareholders with interesting 
options and better liquidity of their holding. 
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It was a newspaper article about New Africa Investment 
Limited (NAIL) that changed his mind about being a 
doctor. Then he was in his fourth year of study when 
the business bug stung him. Today Dr Simon Mlungisi 
Mangcwatywa works for an organisation that was started 
by someone he looked up to. 

I was born and grew up in Sasolburg - a small town 
in Northern Free State. I was raised by a pastor and 
my mother used to work at a Pep Store and was a 
shopsteward.  I have recently assumed the position of 
Principal Officer for Sizwe Medical Fund, my previous 
background is in the pharmaceutical industry.  I have 
largely been inspired by Dr Motlana, a medical doctor 
who has traversed the business world from the medical 
world and I find it extremely appealing, in addition to 
his social activism. It’s quite an honour to be sitting here, 
being a part of a scheme that he was a co-founder of. 

My duty as a Principle Executive Officer is to ensure 
that different functions of the scheme are run well, that 
the scheme is financially stable and that all tenets of 

corporate governance are adhered to. The scheme was 
started by the founders whom we are celebrating but 
since the change of regulation the scheme is owned 
by its members. Our shareholders are the actual Sizwe 
members and the mandate from them through the 
board to the schemes executive is to ensure that the 
scheme is run effectively within cooperate governance 
guidelines.  

Although the scheme is dominated by black blue-collar 
workers it is open to all races.  We offer some of the 
country's best benefits and we are competitive, our 
scheme remains affordable through minimal annual 
increases. Our scheme is financially secure. We are 
one of the few black-administered in the country. The 
scheme uses Affirmative Action policies on recruitment 
and procurement. The scheme has a very strong links 
with trade unions in the mining,  metals, chemicals, food 
and transport sectors.   

Proud to be part of a legacy  
I am 41-years-old. I studied  Medicine in Cape Town and i am the principal executive officer at Sizwe 
Medical Fund.

Mangcwatywa
Simon Mlungisi 

MBChB

The current executives of Sizwe Medical Fund (continued)
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Dr Mahanjana is  the CEO of Sechaba 
Medical Solution.

The general philosophy is that we tend not 
to want to add co-payments. We believe 
that, healthcare is supposed to be free 
at the point of access. So, by presenting 
your card you are not supposed to pay an 
additional fee.

Osborn   
Mahanjana  

Dr Mahanjana strongly feels that 
medical aid should be available 
to all. In that respect Sechaba’s 
strategy is to reach the black 
middle class — the black diamonds 
— who can afford to be on 
medical aid and is doing this in its 
marketing for Sizwe Medical Aid. 
He argues that out of the South 
African population over 9 million 
are on medical aid and over 43 
million are not on medical aid, and 
these are the same people that 
do not want to que for two days 
for Panado. He also says schemes 
and providers must avoid over-
servicing.

I was born in the Eastern Cape, 
and I studied Medicine at the 
University of Witwatersrand in 
Johannesburg. I liked medicine 
and I was good at it, but I had 
always known that I will not 
practice medicine for a long time. 
I studied for a Master’s in Business 
Administration, Msc in Healthcare 
and moved completely from 
practising medicine to joining the 
private sector. 

There’s a lot of over-servicing, 
for instance doctors will order 20 
tests that you don’t need that’s 
why you’ve got all the tests you’ve 
never needed because they are 
upping their interests, so they 
make more money out of this. 
Especially when there’s unlimited 

funding from a third payer. So, if 
it were up to some doctors they 
would keep you the whole year 
in hospital, because you wouldn’t 
know that you needed to be kept 
there for an extra two days.

The general philosophy is that 
we tend not to want to add co-
payments. We believe that, 
healthcare is supposed to be 
free at the point of access. So, by 
presenting your card you are not 
supposed to pay an additional fee. 
Other schemes philosophically 
think there’s a need for co-
payments because theoretically 
it prevents abuse when you must 
also contribute yourself. So, you 
tend not to want to abuse (the 
system) in terms of the things I 
was talking about, concerning 
the self-care that the doctors can 
abuse. So, the health minister, 
Aaron Motsoaledi, is saying in the 
medical schemes’ amendment 
Act, that they want to introduce 
minimal or no co-payment at the 
point of service.

We have embraced technology 
to provide more engaging ways 
for members to interact with 
us and to make our operations 
efficient. We have developed the 
Sizwe App for members to access 
their information on claims, 
membership and benefits. 

Medical aid should be affordable to all 

MBChB & MBA
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I think technology is going to 
replace the ways in which medicine 
is practiced and how information 
is disseminated and accessed. We 
hardly had computers during my 
years at varsity. Currently the use of 
technology has improved rapidly. 
Some people go as far as using 
google to validate diagnoses and 
for self-medication.
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ALLIE MURIEL LORRAINE C.
BENGANI AM 
KGOMOAJ
LOOTS PB
MAHLANGU A
MAKENNA VL
MALAHLEHA TE
MAPONYA R
MARIVATE CD
MARIVATE R
MATSEKE KOP
MATSIPA JM
MBERE JM
MJUZA EA
MOALUSI CMT
MOALUSI D 
MOJAPELO SS
MOKATE MA
MOKHESI JM
MORULE RA
ESTATE LATE MOSHESH 
MASIBILANGA CK 
MOTLANA TRUST
MPHAFUDI PJA
NDLOVU F
NGOASHENG PMJ
PITJE ME 
RAMASHUVHA VS
RIKHOTSO LT
JOE NESHEHE 
SELELE DN
SEOBI KMJ
TLAKULA AE
TLAKULA PP
TSHABANGU TS
ZWANE LT
MOROESELE LS
MASIBILANGA

UNAVAILABLE
DECEASED 
UNREACHABLE
PARTICIPANT
UNREACHABLE 
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
UNAVAILABLE 
PARTICIPANT 
DECEASED
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
UNREACHABLE 
UNAVAILABLE 
UNAVAILABLE 
UNAVAILABLE 
DECEASED
UNAVAILABLE 
PARTICIPANT 
DECEASED
DECEASED
DECEASED
PARTICIPANT 
UNREACHABLE 
UNAVAILABLE 
DECEASED
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
UNAVAILABLE
DECEASED
UNREACHABLE 
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
PARTICIPANT 
UNAVAILABLE 
DECEASED
UNREACHABLE 

THE SIZWE MEDICAL 
FUND FOUNDING 
MEMBERS 
– AS RECORDED IN 
ARCHIVE DOCUMENTS 
ACCESSED FROM THE 
EARLY DAYS 

THESE ARE HEROES AND 
SHEROES WE HONOUR.

Founding members
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The Intersection of Excellence
and a Pioneering Spirit
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